Arlington Public Schools
Draft
Five-Year Budget Plan
2020-2024

Introduction
The School Committee and the School Administration have worked together over the last year to
develop this first multi-year budget plan for the Arlington Public Schools (APS).
Why a Five-year Plan?
● Members of the School Committee have encouraged the administration to build a multiyear budget. This will support predictability in funds available to implement strategic
changes over time.
● Last year, the elementary school principals presented to the School Committee a multiyear plan for resources needed to be at the elementary schools in addition to core
classroom teachers tied to enrollment growth. This demonstrated the feasibility of
creating such a plan for the whole district and the benefits from doing so.
● Creating a multi-year plan creates a better view into APS’s needs and longer term plans.
● The School Committee supports budgets that are driven by educational needs. Available
funds may come from a formula, but expense allocations should be strategically driven
and needs-based. With an override being considered for late spring 2019, creating a five
multi-year plan gives the School Committee, Town officials, and community the
information they need to understand a multi-year financial plan and determine an amount
for an operating override.
Process:
● Administrative Team retreat held in early summer to discuss key areas of need and
opportunities for strategic focus
● Solicitation of actual needs within strategic focus areas over the next five years
● District Chief Financial Officer and Administrative Team provided costs estimates for
requests
● Internal discussions and decisions were made about what to be requested and sequenced
● Meetings with joint Budget/Curriculum subcommittees took place over summer and fall
to review progress and solicit feedback
● Public forum to be held in April for feedback, including prioritization among items
● Plan to be revised annually
Funding the Plan:
The School Committee and the School Administration understand that discussion on funding this
plan requires consideration of what the town can reasonably afford. Some items may need to be
postponed or reduced. Funding for this plan could come from three sources:
● The existing Long Range Plan for the town already contains an additional $3.7M over
five years to fund enrollment growth.
● The state is considering an increase in Chapter 70, the primary state school funding
program. The Governor’s budget proposal for FY2020 includes a $1.9M increase in
Chapter 70 funding for Arlington.
● The amount for a proposed operating override, necessary because of a structural funding
deficit in Arlington, could be adjusted to provide additional funding.
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Multi-Year Budget Vision
The Arlington Public Schools is committed to its mission to educate students by promoting
academic excellence, by empowering students to achieve their maximum potential, and by
preparing students for responsible participation in an ever-changing world. The Arlington Public
Schools are committed to helping every student achieve emotional, social, vocational, and
academic success.
APS strives to build the capacity of each student to become lifelong learners and critical thinkers
who welcome a challenge, are resilient, and exhibit a curiosity about learning. They will be able
to participate in and contribute to the complex and ever-changing world in which they live.
The APS vision considers the day to day experience of our students and teachers, and also
district priorities. The vision is:
● Developing culturally responsive schools and educators
● Implementing schoolwide/school-day social-emotional learning
● Using data to provide aligned, high-quality instruction that supports significant and
ongoing curriculum reform and improvement
● Increasing access to personalized learning opportunities
● Engage in iterative improvements to parent engagement and communication
● Preparing students to enter post-secondary education and careers
Vision of Student as Learner
The APS vision for students as learners and global citizens outlines what APS wants all students
to know and be able to do by the time that they graduate from Arlington High School (AHS).
This requires that all students experience a coherent curriculum that is aligned with the
Massachusetts State Curriculum Frameworks and that supports the development of critical
thinking, as well as social-emotional and relationship skills. Students are supported in their
development by highly qualified teachers, who engage in continuous professional learning. This
vision informs the strategic initiatives, instructional decisions, and budget requests in the multiyear plan.
These characteristics will be demonstrated by student’s ability to:
● Work independently and collaboratively
● Observe, analyze and synthesize information from a variety of sources to enhance
existing understandings and construct new knowledge
● Demonstrate perseverance by using repeated reasoning and inquiry
● Participate in rigorous, focused discourse
● Develop and defend arguments based on evidence and respectfully consider different
perspectives
● Create and critique original work
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Vision of Student as a Global Citizen
Students will strive to be empathic, responsible, active members of a local and global community
who are aware of the role that bias and prejudice play in society, as demonstrated by their ability
to:
● Speak with and listen to others in a manner that is respectful of multiple perspectives
● Cultivate and maintain healthy and rewarding relationships with diverse individuals and
groups
● Develop self-awareness and self-understanding
● Think critically and reflect upon choices and their impact on others
● Participate as a consumer of and contributor to the cultural and civic life of local and
global communities
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Multi-Year Budget Strategic Priorities
The Arlington Public Schools is a high performing district that strives to realize its vision for all
students with a tradition of excellence in the classroom, performing and visual arts, and athletics.
This multi-year budget plan is built upon the five strategic priorities:
● Address enrollment growth
● Close achievement gap
● Improve instruction for students
● Ensure safe and supportive schools
● Attract and develop talented staff
A discussion of each strategic priority is provided next, followed by a discussion of details of the
five-year district-wide plan as well as the plan for elementary, middle, and high school levels. A
detailed list of 68 items included in this five-year plan is provided in the Appendix.
Many items do not neatly fall within one of the five strategic areas. Assistant principals, for
example, are needed largely due to the enrollment growth but are also necessary to close the
achievement gap, improve instruction, and to support safe and supportive schools. The number
of social workers needed is affected by the enrollment growth but also support safe and
supportive schools.
Dollar amounts needed to fund all of the items included in the five-year plan are:
Strategic Priority
Enrollment Growth
Close Achievement Gap

2020
$1,408,000

2021

2022

$ 994,500 $1,253,750

2023
$ 461,250

2024

2020-2024

$382,000 $4,499,500

1,117,500

448,000

707,500

170,000

70,000

2,513,000

Improve Instruction for
Students

530,000

180,000

185,000

110,000

110,000

1,115,000

Safe and Supportive
Schools

119,000

147,000

112,000

60,000

0

438,000

Attract and Develop
Talented Staff

100,000

250,000

400,000

275,000

325,000

1,350,000

Grand Total

$3,274,500 $2,019,500 $2,658,250 $1,076,250

$887,000 $9,915,500

Enrollment Growth
Over the past ten years, the Arlington Public Schools has experienced significant enrollment
growth. The total student population, from preschool to grade 12, has increased by 1,276
students (26.8%), from 4,756 in 2008-2009 to 6,032 currently. Over the next five years,
enrollment is expected to grow by another 608 students (10.1%), which will put the 15 year
growth rate at 37%. See growth chart in the appendix.
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Budget increases driven by enrollment growth are necessary to:
● Keep most elementary and middle school class sizes below 25.
● Reduce class sizes at AHS so that most core class sizes are below 27 and science classes
are below 25.
● Ensure sufficient sections of electives at AHS to allow students to enroll in their chosen
classes.
● Keep caseload of school counselors at the middle schools below 300.
● Keep caseloads of nurses, occupational and physical therapists, and reading teachers,
stable.
● Add part-time assistant principals to the remaining five elementary schools.
APS will continue to add classroom teachers to accommodate this growth. APS will also hire
additional specialist teachers, paraprofessionals, special education related service providers, and
administrators. Specialist teachers include counselors, social workers, as well as music, art,
computer science, family and consumer science, and technology teachers.
Because specific classroom needs cannot be identified far in advance, this plan uses a formula to
estimate the number of teachers needed each year due to enrollment growth at the elementary
and high school levels. An increase of 25 students at the elementary and high school level will
require the services of one teacher, as well as the services of other professionals. At the
elementary level, an additional classroom in a school requires an additional 0.2 FTE music, 0.2
FTE art and 0.2 FTE physical education teacher, as well as additional special education and/or
ELL professional support. At the high school, students are scheduled for seven periods every
day, which requires 1.4 FTE for core and specialist classes. Students are also supported by other
professionals, including special education and ELL teachers, counselors, social workers, and
administrators. This results in the following formulas:
●
●

Elementary - 1.4 FTE per 25 student enrollment increase
High School - 1.7 FTE per 25 student enrollment increase

At the two middle schools, the cluster or learning community structure requires enrollment
increases to be addressed by adding additional clusters when average class sizes are expected to
exceed 25. A half-cluster needs to be added for the eighth grade at Ottoson Middle School
(OMS) in FY2020, followed by additional clusters for each grade later in the five-year plan as
larger class cohorts move up from the elementary schools. Additional administrators and
administrative support are also required as enrollment grows.
Close Achievement Gap
Massachusetts and Arlington continue to focus on reducing persistent gaps in achievement for
high needs students (current or former English language learners, students with disabilities,
and/or students from economically disadvantaged families). Narrowing proficiency gaps is key
in the recently revised Massachusetts school accountability system.
Most high needs APS students have higher than state average levels of performance. However,
high needs students have lower average levels of performance than the average for all students in
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Arlington. APS is working to increase overall achievement and to help close gaps in
performance.
Under the five-year plan, APS plans the following initiatives to help close the achievement gap:
● Expand and improve special education programming.
● Expand the core subject coaching model at the elementary schools to expand the range of
instructional methods used by classroom teachers and to increase differentiated
instruction.
● Restructure elementary specialist teacher staffing to allow common grade-level meeting
and planning time.
● Expand the math intervention model at the elementary schools.
Improve Instruction for Students
With most additional funding over the last few years allocated to adding classroom teachers to
address enrollment growth, the ability to upgrade and add curriculum materials and teacher
resources has been lower than desirable. Over the next few years, Arlington will seek to add the
following to better support instruction:
● Fund library book budgets at all levels to provide more current and relevant materials.
● Update curriculum materials to improve instruction.
● Provide a librarian/digital learning specialist for each elementary school to increase
integration of digital learning tools and to support teachers with technology integration.
● Expand computer science instruction at the middle schools.
Safe and Supportive Schools
To enable students to achieve their potential, APS must ensure that schools are safe, supportive
and nurturing places for all students. Arlington’s schools strive to be inclusive and welcoming to
students from a wide variety of racial, ethnic and religious backgrounds, who have a variety of
gender, sexuality and social identities, as well as varying physical and intellectual abilities.
Students also bring personal trauma histories, and many may struggle with mental health
challenges during their school years. APS will pursue initiatives including information sharing
among teacher teams, creating support networks, building peer relationship, and providing
counseling staff.
To continue to build an inclusive and supportive environment, APS will work with advisory
groups of parents and community members, seek student input and help teachers improve their
ability to support the growth of students’ social-emotional skills, including educating students
about the impact of implicit bias. Equity and access to all aspects of an Arlington education for
all students will improve through a focused emphasis on listening deeply to others, learning and
owning personal strengths and challenges, and supporting all school community members in
their personal growth.
The plan allows APS to continue to support this work by including Responsive Classroom and
mindfulness training, Collaborative Problem-Solving at the high school and continuing work
with outside consultants.
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In addition, under the five-year plan APS seeks to:
● Increase social workers and add a high school lead counselor to provide a proactive
approach to support a healthier school climate with less disruption to learning.
● Restore part-time administrative assistants at elementary schools to provide front-door
coverage at all times as well as additional support for building administrators.
Attract and Develop Talented Staff
With the focus on adding classroom staff to accommodate the enrollment growth, APS has not
been able to provide sufficient professional development for staff. At the same time, APS
salaries continue to lag the average salaries of peer districts at many levels and hiring and
retention has been especially difficult for teaching assistants, lunch and recess monitors, special
education staff and substitutes.
Under the five-year plan, APS seeks to:
● Increase the professional development budget to improve instruction, build cultural
competency, and strengthen capacity on social-emotional learning.
● Bring APS salaries closer to the average levels offered by the Town Manager 12
communities to improve recruiting and retention in hard to staff areas (such as special
education, substitutes, teaching assistants, and in the sciences).
District-wide
APS will need to continue to adjust to enrollment growth while also implementing district
initiatives to reduce the achievement gap, improve instruction, and create safe and supportive
schools. Funding is also needed to increase professional development and to adjust salaries to
attract and develop talented staff.
District-wide needs
Strategic Priority
Enrollment Growth

2020

2021

2022
0

$

2024
0

$

2020-2024

$148,000

$ 60,000

Close Achievement Gap

70,000

40,000

270,000

40,000

0

420,000

Safe and Supportive
Schools

20,000

101,000

90,000

60,000

0

271,000

Improve instruction for
students

315,000

50,000

125,000

50,000

50,000

590,000

Attract and develop
talented staff

100,000

250,000

400,000

275,000

325,000

1,350,000

$653,000

$501,000

$885,000

$425,000

Grand Total

$

2023

0 $ 208,000

$375,000 $2,839,000

Enrollment Growth
As enrollment grows, additional nurses will be required district-wide beginning in FY2020. With
increased staff levels, additional personnel are needed in the Human Resource Department to
ensure improved systems, communication and service within APS and with applicants to district
positions.
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Close Achievement Gap
APS will create a digital student dashboard with software enhancements to help identify students
needing assistance and to deliver appropriate support. APS needs a Coordinator of District Data
Management/District Testing as APS expands the use of data for decision-making and to support
coordinated state testing. Administrative support for curriculum leaders is necessary to provide
more time for increased engagement with teaching staff to improve the performance of our high
needs students.
Safe and supportive schools
In addition to the teacher positions needed at each level, additional social workers are needed to
support APS’s efforts to provide for the social-emotional needs of our growing student
population.
Improve instruction for students
The five-year plan includes significant additional funds for curriculum materials which will
increase APS spending by $500,000 annually when fully implemented. A content
manager/webmaster is also needed to keep the website of the district and each of the 10 schools
up to date with complete and easy to find information available to students, parents, staff, and the
community.
Attract and develop talented staff
The five-year plan includes funding for salary adjustments to bring APS closer to the average
levels offered by the Town Manager 12 comparable communities.
Professional Development
To support ongoing updates to our district curricula and to fulfill the mission of helping every
student achieve emotional, social, vocational, and academic success, APS is committed to
providing comprehensive and continuous professional development for all staff. The budget for
professional development will need to be increased each year over the next five years to ensure
continuous improvement in instruction, to close the achievement gap, and to create safe and
supportive schools.
To address the academic and social-emotional needs of all students, Arlington teachers have
updated district curricula and identified goals that focus on cultural competency, social and
emotional learning and technology. To facilitate introduction of these updates, APS needs to
provide the professional development that focuses on content knowledge, pedagogy, and student
assessment.
District curricula changes include expanding of the Lucy Calkins units of study for reading and
writing to elementary students in grades one through five. The rollout of the new units of study
will be completed during spring 2020, with on-going professional development for all general
and special education teachers in these grades. The elementary schools are also adopting TERC
Investigations 3.0 math for first through fifth grade. The adoption was completed at the end of
the 2018-2019 school year, but professional development support will extend into the next year
and will be ongoing for new teachers, as will also be true for the literacy curriculum support.
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With the release of new state frameworks, district-wide social studies curriculum is also being
updated. Over the next several years, teachers at all levels will be revising district social study
curricula.
APS has adopted the goal of providing ongoing professional development in the area of cultural
competency and social and emotional learning. This commitment is to support APS’s vision of a
student as a global citizen, which states that all APS students will develop the necessary skills to
be “empathic, responsible, active members of a local and global community who are aware of
the role that bias and prejudice play in society.” Teachers and specialists will have opportunities
every year to learn and grow in this area of competency. In addition, APS is committed to
providing Responsive Classroom training for elementary and middle school staff.
Along with the significant purchase of digital learning devices over the past five years, APS’s
digital learning team is designing digital citizenship lessons for Kindergarten through grade
twelve students. The new lessons will use the 2016 Massachusetts Digital Literacy and Computer
Science State Frameworks as a foundation. To support the implementation of the new lessons,
classroom teachers will need to receive extensive professional development over the next couple
of years.
Other ongoing professional development throughout APS includes support for:
● FOSS science kits that were recently introduced to first through fifth grade teachers
● The use of a co-teaching format at the high school in English, math, science, and social
studies/history
● The adoption of thematic units that focus on increasing student exposure to the target
language through active communication in World Language classes for grades six
through twelve
● The adoption of new teaching resources for kindergarten through grade twelve instruction
in performing arts
● The adoption of the Teaching for Artistic Behavior (TAB) method of instruction for
kindergarten through grade twelve in fine arts
● Ongoing Youth Mental Health First Aid and trauma-informed teaching practice classes
for district staff
● English Language Learner (ELL) teachers implementing new lessons that are aligned
with the state’s Model Curriculum Units
High School
As noted in the Educational Program developed in conjunction with the AHS building project,
the future of Arlington High School requires teacher professionalism, inquiry and collaboration,
creativity, support for students’ social-emotional needs and social-emotional learning and an
inclusive and engaged community. Most of the focus at the High School over the next five years
will be accommodating enrollment growth. Efforts are also required to address the achievement
gap, enhance instruction and ensure a safe and supportive school. Staffing levels should allow for
a mix of class sizes to provide appropriate levels of academic support; allowing for small groups
for high needs students and no more than 26 students for more independent classes. Teacher
caseloads should be roughly 100 students.
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● Staffing levels should provide for both required courses and a full schedule of electives
for all students, seven periods per week.
● Counseling support should be sufficient to support course planning, college planning, and
social-emotional support. School Counselor staffing should be within the school
counseling guidelines under 250 students per counselor. Social work support should be
sufficient to support students with identified levels of social-emotional need.
● Special education programming and staffing should be sufficient to support needs
ranging from full inclusion to substantially separate classes.
● Sufficient administrators should be to support houses of under 500 students and to
supervise the building and programming.
High School Needs
Strategic Priority
Enrollment Growth

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2020-2024

$426,000

$306,000

$318,750

$373,750

166,500

37,500

0

0

0

204,000

Improve instruction for
students

15,000

10,000

0

0

0

25,000

Safe and Supportive
Schools

30,000

0

0

0

0

30,000

$637,500

$353,500

$318,750

$373,750

Close Achievement Gap

Grand Total

$221,000 $1,645,500

$221,000 $1,904,500

Enrollment Growth
Enrollment is expected to grow a total of 10% during this period. Due to the focus on enrollment
growth at the elementary level over the last few years, staffing shortages have developed in
elective subjects. Electives in all departments are fully subscribed, which means that students
have difficulty enrolling in many courses and scheduling changes are difficult. Over the next few
years, AHS needs additional sections in art, family and consumer science, makerspace, and
electives in the core content areas. In addition to addressing enrollment growth, allowing more
choice will enhance instruction for our high school students and allow greater engagement with
preferred subjects.
Staffing increases needed over the next five years are designed to accommodate the steady
enrollment growth, to make up for current staff shortages, and to maintain important initiatives
for students support. Regardless of current staffing levels, there are minimum needs to maintain
class offerings and student supports as enrollment increases. Every 25 students need an
additional schedule of seven classes and proportionate increases in special education case
management, guidance support, house deans, and secretarial staff. The high school estimates a
need for new 1.7 FTE for every 25 students.
Guidance counselor caseloads are currently kept below 300 students per counselor pursuant to
the existing labor agreement. The American School Counselor Association recommends a ratio
of 250:1. Houses should be limited to 500 students so that the house dean has sufficient time to
deal with the needs of the students. The addition of an eventual fourth house will require another
dean and house administrative assistant.
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Close Achievement Gap
To better serve and retain high needs students the expansion of inclusion support and the creation
of a Compass program for students coming from a similar program in the middle school is
needed.
Improve instruction for students
A reliable annual budget for book purchases and access to online courses and AP Central texts,
along with the significant curriculum expense increases discussed in the district-wide section will
ensure our high school students have access to up-to-date and culturally relevant materials.
Safe and supportive schools
AHS requires a lead counselor to organize critical elements of the high school counseling
services to ensure compliance with standards.
Middle School
The Gibbs School opened in September 2018 with a focus on offering a gentler transition to the
middle school years and supporting the social-emotional and academic needs of all learners.
Over the next few years, the middle schools will continue to focus staffing to keep pace with
enrollment growth and on closing the achievement gap.
Middle schools will be staffed by dedicated personnel in numbers appropriate to support students
and teachers in their daily work. Class and cluster sizes will be maintained at current levels in
general with the goal of clusters in the range of 90-125 students and core class sizes kept below
25 by adding classroom teachers as necessary. Non-cluster classes should be kept below 30
students. Likewise, class sizes in separate special education classrooms will be maintained at
appropriate numbers by adding classroom teachers as necessary for programs, co-taught classes,
and academic support, as well as appropriate numbers of paraprofessionals to support students.
As these school communities grow, their complexity grows accordingly, requiring more
administrative support.
Middle school staffing will also include:
● At least one dedicated full-time nurse
● School adjustment counselors with a caseload of no more than 250 students
● Vice-principal for every 500-600 students
● Digital literacy specialist
● Librarian (6-8) and library paraprofessionals
● Math interventionist
● Reading teachers, based on need
● ELL teacher(s), based on need
● Building substitutes
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Middle School Needs
Strategic Priority
Enrollment Growth
Close Achievement Gap
Improve instruction for
students
Grand Total

2020

2021

2022

2023

$344,000

$312,500

$622,500

218,000

60,000

20,000
$582,000

$

2024

2020-2024

0 $

0 $1,279,000

117,000

0

0

395,000

60,000

0

0

0

80,000

$432,500

$739,500

0 $

0 $1,754,000

$

Enrollment Growth
This year, a half cluster was added to the seventh grade, allowing four full clusters to keep
average class sizes below 25 students per core class. In FY2020, Ottoson Middle School will
need to increase the eighth-grade to four full clusters. As the student body grows to over 500
hundred per grade level, the school will need a fifth cluster at each grade level. Each cluster
increase also requires an increase in specialist teachers such as physical education, music, and
world language. With increased administrative demands due to the number of programs and
students, additional administration support is needed at Ottoson.
The core teaching faculty at the Gibbs School should be sufficient for the next few years until
enrollment exceeds 500 students, at which point an additional learning community will be
needed to keep average class sizes below 25. Some small personnel adjustments are needed for
FY2020.
Close Achievement Gap
Several initiatives are planned at the middle schools to ensure appropriate support for students
and to close the achievement gap. APS continues to expand the co-teaching model, which will
require additional special education support. APS also needs to implement a different model of
substantially separate behavioral program. Special education paraprofessionals in the supported
learning centers need to be upgraded to behavior support personnel to improve employee
retention and ensure these employees have the appropriate skills to assist and support the
students in these programs. The middle grades will need another speech and language pathologist
to support caseloads, and APS will need another reading teacher to support those students who
continue to have reading issues into middle school years. An important investment at Ottoson is
to create a transitional program for the growing number of middle school students who are
absent for extended periods, perhaps due to hospitalization for mental or physical health needs.
Entering a high-quality program modeled on the Bridge for Resilient Youth in Transition can be
a key to a successful re-entry when such a student returns to school.
Improve Instruction for students
As with the other levels, the middle schools require a dedicated library budget and will benefit
from the curriculum materials budget increase discussed in district-wide section. In addition,
Ottoson requires another computer science teacher to offer this subject in seventh and eighth
grade and to have a computer science curriculum that starts in sixth-grade and runs through the
variety of computer science electives now offered at the high school.
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Elementary Schools and Preschool
Elementary schools will be staffed by dedicated personnel in numbers appropriate to support
students and teachers in their daily educational work. Class size will be maintained at current
levels in general and separate special education classrooms by adding classroom teachers as
necessary. An Assistant Principal in each building will support the overall functioning of the
school community. As these communities grow, their complexity grows accordingly, requiring
more administrative support.
In addition, elementary schools will be staffed with:
● Content area coaches - full-time literacy coach as well as a dedicated math coach and
interventionist
● Specialists in art and music dedicated to each building
● Library/digital learning specialists dedicated to each building who will be; an
instructional partner to teachers, informational specialist for the building, teacher to
students and staff on information and research skills and ethics, and the administrator of
the library, working as a team with library paraprofessionals
● K-5 district-wide science coach and social studies coach
● Reading, English language learning and special education related service specialists to
meet the needs in each building
● Special education staffing dedicated to each building; with a team of three to four
teachers, depending on enrollment, to support additional inclusion programming. Each
special education teacher will be paired with a teaching assistant. This structure will help
stem the flow of students to existing in-district programs, research has linked time in
general education classes to school outcomes and one of the most effective methods to
keep students in class is to provide special education services in the classroom. This
structure also helps prevent special education referrals and helps other struggling
populations not identified for special education services.
● Special education program teaching assistants will become behavior support personnel,
as these roles require a more specialized skill set and previous experience which demands
higher pay. This is a challenging position to recruit for as staff manage aggressive
behaviors and support hygiene/personal care needs.
● A nurse dedicated to each building with additional floating nurse staff at the district-wide
level to provide support where needed.
Elementary School Needs
Strategic Priority
Enrollment Growth
Close Achievement Gap
Safe and Supportive
Schools
Improve instruction for
students
Grand Total

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2020-2024

$ 490,000

$316,000

$312,500

$ 7,500

$161,000 $1,367,000

663,000

310,500

320,500

130,000

70,000

1,494,000

69,000

46,000

22,000

0

0

137,000

180,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

420,000

$1,402,000

$732,500

$715,000

$277,500

$291,000 $3,418,000
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Enrollment Growth
Enrollment growth at the Elementary level is expected to slow over the next few years as
entering kindergarten classes level off. Some additional classroom teachers and specialists will
be needed as the larger cohorts move up through fifth grade. APS expects to add an additional
preschool classroom during the next few years due to continued enrollment growth.
As elementary school enrollments have or will increase beyond 400 students at six of the seven
schools, additional administrator and administrative support is needed. In this region, elementary
schools with more than 400 students generally have at least a part-time assistant principal and
almost all area schools with more than 500 students have an assistant principal. Half-time
assistant principals were added last year at Dallin and Hardy, and they have quickly
demonstrated their value. They have helped give teachers time they need with an administrator
for evaluation and supervision, but also to assist with day-to-day decision-making. There has
been a high emphasis on student support by providing support, guidance and direction to
paraprofessionals and other support staff, creating a supportive climate and culture in school. At
schools without an assistant principal, the principal often has to triage pressing matters and can
have difficulty keeping up with day-to-day decision-making in managing the building and front
office. Those activities may crowd out developing plans to meet the needs of all students,
enriching programming, and providing a multi-tiered system of support.
Over the last few years, it has become increasingly difficult to schedule common planning time
for grade-level teachers because of the scheduling challenge caused by sharing music and art
teachers. The only common planning time available to most grade-level teachers is on the early
release Tuesday. Dedicated music and art teachers in each building would allow the allocation of
more common planning time each week, as well as, time in the schedule for core subjects at a
grade level to be taught at the same time, providing more opportunities for flexible learning
groups.
Over the next five years APS will add a certified librarian/digital learning specialist to each
elementary school to provide support for the library paraprofessional and to provide digital
learning coaching and support to the building’s teachers. Initially, the addition of one certified
librarian at the elementary level will ensure that each school has access to digital data resources
that require a certified librarian. While APS has achieved a technology environment where there
are sufficient devices at the elementary level for 1:1 usage, there is only one digital learning
specialist for all seven elementary schools whose responsibilities also include leadership and
oversight of the Digital Learning Department. The plan calls for increasing the number of digital
learning specialist by one each year to provide support for teachers using technology to enhance
and personalize educational opportunities for students.
To help achieve equity and access for all students, the number of special education teachers,
specialists and ELL teachers will expand proportionally to ensure reasonable caseloads in light
of enrollment growth.
Close Achievement Gap
The long-range goal is to have a literacy coach for each elementary school, as well as a math
coach and interventionist at each school. Reading teachers are the interventionists for students
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struggling with reading and there is at least one full-time reading teacher in each school.
Presently, there are four elementary literacy coaches supporting teachers in implementing APS
literacy program to ensure that all students have the reading and writing skills required for
success at the secondary level and for college and career readiness. While each school has a math
coach, not all schools have math interventionist support. During the next five years, the plan is to
move incrementally toward this goal of a literary coach and math interventionist at each school,
in addition to a math coach and sufficient reading teachers at each school.
Currently, the Directors of Mathematics, ELA, Science and Social Studies oversee the
curriculum and content professional development for grades K-12. The Directors also evaluate
all of the teachers in their department grades 6-12. The Directors of Mathematics and ELA also
supervise and evaluate the elementary coaches. Given their growing responsibilities due to
enrollment growth, additional administrative support at the elementary level and the secondary
level is requested during the next five years.
Safe and supportive schools
APS has achieved the goal of having a social worker in each elementary school. However,
Thompson Elementary School this year has added an additional social worker to meet the socialemotional needs of students in a school that now has over 500 students. As the enrollment in
other schools increase, so will the need for additional social workers.
Improve instruction for students
Additionally, a dedicated library budget for each school should be added to the operating budget
to ensure culturally relevant and broad-ranging additions to each library’s collection.
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Appendix
1.

External Multi-year Plan

2.

Growth Chart
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